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SAMUNDRA SPIRIT is a quarterly in-house 
magazine produced by Samundra Institute of 
Maritime Studies (SIMS) for private circulation.

Our Editorial Team wants to hear from you!

If you wish to submit any feedbacks and/or 
contributions, feel free to write to the Editor at: 
samundraspirit@samundra.com

*Please note we reserve the right to publish your 
letters/articles or an edited version of it in all print 
& electronic media.

EDITORIAL NOTE
“Would you tell me, please, which way I ought to go from here?”
“That depends a good deal on where you want to get to,” said the Cat.
“I don’t much care where --” said Alice.
“Then it doesn’t matter which way you go,” said the Cat.
“-- so long as I get SOMEWHERE,” Alice added as an explanation.
“Oh, you’re sure to do that,” said the Cat, “if you only walk long enough.”

Alice in Wonderland

It has been our sincere intention not to land up just “somewhere” but prepare 
a well thought out journey for the readers and arrive at a desired destination.  
Talking about the destination, so far we have been able to tap a veritable resource of 
invaluable experiences and the learning of the veterans of SIMS and ESM for passing 
on to the generation young seafarers. In today’s demanding world, it’s important that 
they are adequately guided and mentored for them not get lost ‘somewhere’!
 
We are pleased that we continue to receive interesting articles from our contributors 
from SIMS and ESM who generously invest their time and thoughts to bring out these 
articles with the sole interest of sharing their experiences and knowledge with our 
readers. We are extremely grateful for their thoughtful contributions.

While few of the articles like the Anti-Piracy and the Know your ships are continuation 
from the earlier issue, rest reflect our philosophy of continuous learning and indeed 
bring out lessons from extra-ordinary life experience of our seasoned seafarers. The 
technical articles like Combustion efficiency in boiler furnace and Odourisation of 
LPG cargo are good example of such unique lessons.

We are also proud to bring out the story of the strengthening relationship between 
the Japanese Classification Society ClassNK and SIMS and new venture into 
in the field of maritime R&D. This opens a completely new vista of cooperation  
between the two as indicated by the ClassNK top brass visiting Lonavala campus 
last month. In fact, the article on the Experimental Study of damaged ship in waves is 
an example of the R&D activities being conducted in parallel to the maritime training 
activities in the institute.

The visits of the ClassNK President and the Joint Director General of Shipping are 
two important events of the last quarter we are very happy to report. Their com-
ments and impression on the institute are indeed motivating and inspiring to all those  
associated with SIMS.

Finally, what lifts the Spirit of the editorial team is feed back received from our read-
ers from unexpected corners of the world appreciating our small efforts in generating 
the awareness of maritime training across the industry. It does validate our hope and 
assumption  that we are not lost somewhere but rather confidently arrived at our 
destination - to provide a tiny light of knowledge and understanding related to the  
maritime training.

Thanks to all our readers and hope you would enjoy reading 
this new issue of Samundra Spirit too. 

Wishing our  best wishes to the Singaporean and Indian 
readers on their National and Independence Day on 09th and 
15th August respectively,
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Dear cadets, trainees and friends,

It is wonderful being associated with all of you and this great institute. I have been 

impressed with the dedication shown by all of you and the intensity with which 

you have been learning new things.

As all of you know education is the key to a good career and progress in life. Every 

area of human endeavour and every profession has been changed by the explosion 

in knowledge witnessed in this century. The life and work of seafarers is being  

changed by this revolution as well. New problems require new techniques to han-

dle them and new approaches to be always ahead.

I believe no institute will prepare you to handle this better than the Samundra  

Institute. It is one of the finest in the world. I am sure that you will make the best 

use of the facilities provided during your stay. The workshops, library facilities 

staff and simulators are unparalleled.

You are beginning your careers as sea-farers when India is beginning to reclaim 

her rightful place in the world a trillion plus dollar economy growing at over 8 per-

cent per annum requires a strong merchant navy fleet. The responsibilities making 

India a great sea faring nation are on your shoulders. I am glad to see that you are 

more than amply preparing yourselves to play this role.

I am sure that you will get the best of what this institute has to offer you! And later 

on at the height of successful careers you will look back fondly at your alma mater 

and the time you spent here!

Good luck and Godspeed.

Message from Dr. D.K.Sankaran 

Dr. D.K.Sankaran I.A.S (Retd.)  
Former Chief Secretary to the Government of Maharashtra

Member of Governing Council, SIMS



Experiencing Typhoon’s Fury 
in Tokyo Bay
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It is over quarter of a century old 
story- recollected by our veteran sea-
farer Capt. Arun Sundaram, Direc-
tor, Operations. Memory may play 
tricks but not when we go through 
a critical survival situation like this 
one. Indeed a life time experience, 
when nature plays its tricks and hu-
man beings remain as mere onlook-
ers scampering for cover. His ship got 
stuck in one of the most crowded bay 
in the world as the typhoon veered 
away into the Tokyo bay from its hu-
manly logical route. But Capt. Arun 
and his team by their sheer tenacity 
and courage, faced the near impossi-
ble and came out unscathed and this 
is his-story…

It was the year 1985, a total of 29 tropical de-
pressions had formed in the Western Pacific, 
of which 28 became tropical storms. 17 storms 
reached typhoon intensity, of which one typhoon 
reached super typhoon strength. The strongest 
cyclone of the season, Dot reached Category 5 
on the Saffir-Simpson scale to the east of the 
Philippines. Typhoon Cecil was the deadliest 
storm of the season, accounting for nearly half 
of the deaths from western Pacific tropical cy-
clones in 1985.

The vessel under my command, Product 
Endeavor was a 19,849 GRT and 29,993 DWT 
tanker. Built as a chemical tanker with welded 
cargo pipelines and epoxy coated tanks, but 
hardly used for chemical carriage – at least not 
during the time under my command. We were 
trading between the Arabian Gulf and Far East 

range- a rather comfortable run 
for almost a brand new ship. 
Crew complement was all Indian 
officers and Bangladeshi ratings.

After discharging previous car-
goes at Idemitsu Berth at Chiba, 
ship had bunkered at Singapore 
en route. Thereafter the ship was 
instructed to go to Shuaiba (Ku-
wait) to load a full cargo of Jet 
A1 with the discharge port in Tai-
wan/ Korea/Japan range. Vessel 
had arrived Shuaiba on 5th June 
1985 and berthed on arrival in 
the afternoon at 3pm. Deballast-
ing of clean ballast from cargo 
tanks was thereafter started and 
completed in next 6 hours or 
so. Tanks were then inspected 
by the surveyor and passed for 
loading the nominated cargo 
around midnight. Vessel was to 
load two grades of Jet A1 – one 
with the ASA additive and one 
without. Loading was uneventful 
and completed on 7th June early 

morning and after documentation the ship had 
sailed out at 7am.

It was the peak monsoon season in the Arabian 
sea. The waves tossed and turned the ship like 
merciless bullies with waves spitting salt water 
up to the bridge. We inched through the severe 
rolling and pitching -sometimes rolled up to 25 
degrees each side! A stressful and exhausting 
time for the crew to remain steady on their feet 
and to look after the sprightly vessel to ride 
through the waves. However, once we crossed 
Sri Lanka after about a week and even though 
the rolling didn’t cease altogether it became 
lesser and the sea easier to handle, though the 
rough seas kept pushing us from behind.

Unfortunately, as the vessel made her passage 
through the South China Sea, there were big-
ger hurdles waiting for us with typhoon Irma 
slowly developing in its strength and fury. After 
causing widespread flooding and destruction 
in Manila and other parts of Luzon on 29th it 
moved northward. Along with reaching maxi-
mum intensity, Irma also came under the in-
fluence of the mid-latitude westerlies. Within 
24-hours, Irma was accelerating rapidly to the 
northeast headed for Tokyo and the Kanto Plain 
area of Japan’s Honshu Island.

Before her our voyage progressed, we arrived 
at the Uraga Suido Pilots at 2130 JST on 29th 
June, Saturday and then anchored in the Tokyo 
bay at midnight as there was no night berthing. 
We picked up the anchor and berthed on the 
Sunday morning at Cosmo Oil berth at about 
10am. Discharging was commenced at 1225 

JST. At 1600 Maritime Safety Agency Japan 
issued no. 2 warning signal for approaching 
typhoon Irma. We had to cease discharging at 
1630 JST and hurriedly left the berth at 1730 
JST. Pilot left within next 20 minutes before even 
taking us to the designated anchoring site, as 
he was required to vacate many ships from their 
berths. Finally we dropped anchor at 1830 JST 
and  waited for the dreaded Irma to pass by! 

However apprehensive we were at that time, 
there was also a palpable excitement in the air 
anticipating the unique experience. Text book 
may tell you to keep clear of typhoons by couple 
of hundred miles, here, we had no option but to 
face it moving over us and ride it out.

Preparation
The preparation started with a detailed meeting 
to discuss what can go wrong, made duty roster 
and agreed that the engine room will be manned 
from 1900 hrs. All the loose items on deck were 
duly secured. All communication systems from 
forecastle such as public addressor were duly 
tried out. Lifelines were rigged on the deck, as 
even though we didn’t expect waves to break 
on deck, the strong winds required some sup-
port for walking on deck. There were a number 
of ships all around us with the distances vary-
ing from 2.5 to 4 cables (1 cable is 600 feet or 
0.1 of Nautical mile). With a laden ship,the most 
logical option of getting out to the sea was not 
available- simply because we had  no time. In 
fact, more critical was our inability to take any 
additional ballast on board in view that we were 
a clean ballast tanker. Our cargo tanks were 
only partially full, loaded with Jet A1 There we 
were- perfectly stuck at the bay surrounded by 
scores of ships and a furious typhoon sheading 
our way!

Nightwatch
After having dinner, I stayed on the bridge. The 
winds picked up in strength from 2000 hrs. Irma 
was to have passed very close to us. We had 
placed Chief Officer forward and had asked him 
to keep providing us periodical status about the 
chain condition so that we could ease the weight 
as needed. However, it seemed to be a waste-
ful and futile communication as the howling wind 
and the rattling cable made it impossible to make 
out anything  from what anchor station’s reports. 
Chief Officer had to come inside the forepeak 
store to scream on his walkie talkie and even 
then it was not much benefit to anyone.

We quickly put to use the public address sys-
tem speaker fitted at the bows. Now at least we 
could make out some information about weight 

Capt. Arun Sundaram
Director, Operations
ESM, Singapore

Category 2 typhoon (SSHS)
Duration: June 25 – July 1, Intensity: 150 km/h (90 mph) 
(10-min), 957 hPa (mbar)

“Jahazon se jo takkar le, unhe toofan kehte hain,
Toofanon se jo takkar le, unhe insaan kehte hain.”
(The ones trying to subdue the ships are called storms, 
while the one challenging the storm and trying to 
conquer them is known as a human being – or rather a 
sailor)

- Urdu Couplet
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Most of the merchant ships are fit-
ted with some type of auxiliary boil-
ers for the purpose of raising steam. 
Steam is used for various engine 
room services, deck machineries 
and hotel services. It is imperative 
that the boiler is maintained well on 
the water side as well as gas side to 
ensure safe and efficient operations 
at all times. Almost all the boilers in 
merchant ships use bunker fuel oil 
(HFO) grade 380 cst as the fuel for 
raising steam. Equipments to treat 
and use liquid fuel are provided as 
auxiliary equipments to operate the 
boiler. Boiler’s efficiency depends on 
how well the chemical energy in the 
fuel is converted and used in the fur-
nace to generate steam. This is the 
combustion aspect and the opera-
tors do need to pay attention. 

A previous article in Samundra Spirit Issue 13 
had dealt with the subject of increasing the 
boiler efficiency by preventing soot accumula-
tions with periodic soot blowing. In this article, 
we shall deal with maintenance of boiler’s com-
bustion efficiency at the optimum levels.

Combustion efficiency in the furnace is affect-
ed by the
1. atomization of fuel,
2. fuel temperature and 
3. air flow around the fuel spray.

These are affected by the condition of the noz-
zles in burners, fuel handling equipments such 
as fuel pumps, filters & heaters and air swirlers/
diffusers. Maintenance of the above not only en-
sures the highest combustion efficiency but also 
the cleanliness of boiler furnace & uptake.

Fuel handling equipments: 
Fuel quality at the burner inlet directly affects 
the heat released inside the furnace even if 
the burning equipments are maintained very 
well. Therefore the priority of the engineer is 
to ensure that the fuel used is of highest pu-
rity without contaminants such as water, sedi-
ments, sludge, etc. This can be ensured by 
pre-heating and draining the unwanted water 
and sludge in the day tanks and subsequently 
heating and filtering before supplying to burn-
ers.

Fuel supply or burning pumps as they are 

called, must be in a good working condition to 
give the required pressure on the fuel supply 
line to burners. Auto/self cleaning filters pro-
vided in the fuel lines must be maintained in a 
clean state to avoid pressure loss.

The burner nozzles and air swirlers assist in 
atomizing the fuel to fine particles and mixes it 
with air for maximum efficiency. It is important 
that the atomizer in the nozzle and the swirler 
are kept clean all the time. The spray and the 
flame can be monitored through the inspec-
tion door. While inspecting, due care must be 
taken to protect the eyes from ultraviolet rays. 

Burners not in use must be withdrawn from its 
mounting, blown through with steam, dried up 
and stored. This will prevent heavy fuel carbon-
izing & clogging the nozzle holes preventing re-
use. When nozzles are dismantled for cleaning, 
they are immersed in carbon remover to soften 
the deposits and a soft metal wire (cleaning 
needles provided by the original manufacturer) 
is used to clear the nozzle holes. Take care not 
to use hard metal wires as they may scratch 
and enlarge the nozzle holes. 

Swirlers are provided to create controlled tur-
bulence to ensure proper mixing of fuel parti-
cles and combustion air to cause oxidation of 
fuel and to release the heat energy in the least 
time. Swirlers get fouled over a period of time 
increasing the friction for air flow and change 
the flow pattern affecting the combustion proc-
ess. To get a near perfect combustion with a 
fouled swirler, the boiler will require extra air 
supply. This will lead to heat loss and increase 
the oxygen content in uptake. In case of Inert 
gas generating systems the result is not so 
favorable as Oxygen content of the inert gas 
becomes high, whenever boiler is stopped for 
a longer duration, opportunity must be taken 
to clean the swirler by swinging out the burner 
carrier and if necessary, replacing it with a 
clean swirler.

Conclusion: 
The combustion efficiency inside the boiler not 
only affects the operational cost of the vessel 
in terms of higher fuel consumption, it also in-
creases the maintenance cost due to fouling of 
the various parts in the boiler. It is important to 
note the flame shape (cone) and colour (bright 
orange) so as to monitor the combustion proc-
ess and keep an eye on the fuel consumption 
against boiler load, voyage to voyage basis.

S.Viswanathan
Principal

SIMS, Lonavala

on the chain and direction it was leading, while 
the background din of roaring wind and creaking 
chain along with other magnified sounds in the 
forward went on unabated. Immediately we put 
on the engines to ease the weight on the cable. 
By 2230 the wind started gushing from 60 to 70 
knots and the heavy rains followed curtaining 
the visibility around. The rain made the life of the 
anchor stations team miserable with the strong 
gusts shearing the rain drops across their faces 
like tiny sharp pebbles. 

We noticed that a few ships were beginning to 
drag anchor and one of them came rather close! 
Thankfully, the ship dragging anchor took action 
in the nick of time and moved away to maintain 
safety. We couldn’t gloat for too long as our turn 
to drag anchor came at around half hour before 
midnight. Again, no option but to make bold use 
of engines to keep in position. All over the night 
it was a close  tango for all the ships not to step 
on toes and be mindful of one another as clos-
est of them was about 2 cables. We were further 
stressed with the Jet A1 cargo on board! 

These were the most miserable four hours in my 
entire career, ears strained to listen to reports 
from forecastle, watching the ships around us on 
the radar and making continuous use of engines 
to keep the ship safely in position without drag-
ging on to other ships in the vicinity or getting 
dragged on to shore.

The howling and roaring from forecastle started 
to recede 0430 am onwards and when the day-
break came you wouldn’t have imagined that 
a typhoon had just passed us extremely close 
by! Of course, we saw buckets, plastic balers, 
ladles, spoons and number of household stuff 
floating by, presumably having come from some 
homes which would have flooded due to pas-
sage of typhoon.

We reberthed at Cosmo berth on 1st July after 
heaving anchor at 1630 hrs. We completed dis-
charging without further issues and sailed out on 
2nd July 1985 for Singapore for taking bunkers 
for our next voyage.

We understood that Irma had made landfall 
on the southeastern tip of Honshu at 1st July 
at 0300 JST and we experienced maximum 
winds estimated at 65 kt (33 m/s). The Naval 
Oceanography Command Facility at Yokosuka 
reported maximum winds of 51 kt (26m/s) with 
a peak gust to 83 kt (43m/s). Various military 
activities at Yokosuka reported minor damage 
and flooding, but no significant personal injuries. 
However, Japan police reported three deaths 
and five people were missing as a result of Irma. 
Twelve bridges were reported out, flood damage 
occurred to over 20,000 homes and power out-
ages affected about 440,000 households. Dam-
age across the Philippines and Japan totalled 
US$80 million (1985 dollars).

DOWN THE MEMORY LANE

Combustion Efficiency in 
Boiler Furnace
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The Panama Canal Expansion:
Engineering and Economics

The memory of my first transit of 
the Panama Canal is still very fresh. 
It was my first tenure as a Chief Of-
ficer and true to its billing; it was in-
deed a unique experience. It is not 
just the scenic brilliance of the entire 
passage that captivates one and all, 
but also the engineering feat of the 
canal that evokes a feeling of awe 
and admiration; so much so that the 
canal is often referred to as one of 
the wonders of the industrial world.

The Canal handles about 1100 vessels each 
month and this is testimony to the role it plays 
in the shipping industry. Being the man made 
“short-cut’ connecting the Atlantic ocean with 
the Pacific Ocean, the canal has saved fuel, 
time and perils of rough sea which the vessels 
would otherwise have to contend with if they 
were to go around the Cape Horn or the Magal-
len straits in the Southern tip of South America.

Stretched to maximum capacity
The Panama Canal has been in operation 
since 1914, the volume of shipping traffic has 
been growing by about 6% and with the Ca-
nal already operating at its maximum capacity 
and naturally there is a demand to increase its 
capacity to cater to the many vessels waiting 
to makes its transit. In 2010, there were times 
when vessels had to wait almost a week to get 
a slot to transit the canal, even with this long 
idle time it was more economical for ship op-
erators to have vessels to wait their turn and 
incur the transit fee ranging anywhere between 
USD 60,000 to 100,000 rather than to steam 
around the continent. 

Given the undeniable benefits that the Canal 
presents for shipping and for Panama as such, 
the canal is restricted in its capacity for the fol-
lowing reasons:
• There are only two lanes on either side of 

the canal with its individual sets of locks 
which allow the vessel to be bodily moved 
from the ocean level  to the higher level of 
the inland Gatun lake and vice versa. 

• The limitation imposed by the size of these 
locks which defines the size of the vessel 
which can use these locks and consequent-
ly the inability to accommodate vessels larg-
er than those the locks can hold.    

Brining in bigger vessels
With increasing bunker prices, shipping com-
panies have been looking at maximizing their 

cargo intake per trip by building larger vessels 
and utilizing the economies of scale to their 
benefit. This implies that the Panama Canal 
would miss out on handling these larger ves-
sels (referred to as “Post-Panamax”) and hence 
stand to lose about 15-20% of today’s shipping 
tonnage simply due to the size restriction.

Viewing this demand for increased capacity 
and seizing the opportunity to enhance the rev-
enue earning capability of the canal, the Pana-
manian Government ratified a plan in 2006 to 
expand the panama canal with a third lane and 
set of locks capable of handling larger tonnag-
es to cater to the modern day requirements. 
The construction work commenced soon after 
and is expected to be completed in 2014-15. 

The engineering and execution
The expansion work involves construction of 
a new lane with a three step locks system in 
addition to the existing two lanes on both the 

Atlantic and the Pacific side of the canal. When 
completed, the new locks would be connected 
to the existing route through the Gatun lake; 
the fresh water lake which is located at the 
center of the landmass and serves as the main 
waterway for the vessels. To ensure that the 
level of this natural Fresh water lake is suffi-
cient, its height has been increased by 1.5 feet 
to augment its capacity.  

Extensive dredging and excavation of the 
channel has been carried out to connect the 
new locks with the existing sea lanes. The de-
signs of the locks are such that the recycling 
basin will limit the amount of fresh water being 
lost for each transit by 7 percent. Most of the 
water movement within the locks is achieved 
by gravity thereby increasing the speed of rais-
ing the vessel and minimizing the power being 
used in the process. The most remarkable as-
pect of the new locks is that they will eventually 
redefine the term ‘Panamax” as it is used today.

Pic 1: Plan showing the new channels and locks on either side of the Canal

Capt. Rajesh Subramanian
Senior Marine Superintendent

ESM, Singapore
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The maximum size of a vessel which can use 
the Panama Canal currently is roughly about 
290 mtrs long, 32 mtrs beam with a draft of 
about 12 mtrs. In container vessel terms, this 
translates to a vessel of 5000 Twenty Equiva-
lent Unit (TEU) or 5000 containers of twenty 
feet capacity. Once the new lane is introduced, 
the canal will be able to accommodate contain-
er vessels of 12000 TEU, this is a significant 
increase in the capacity of the vessels that can 
be handled and will translate to additional rev-
enue for more tonnage.

The economic implications
The role that the Panama Canal plays both 
for the country and for the entire region as a 
whole cannot be underestimated. Revenues 
from the canal account for nearly 20% of Pan-
ama’s GDP; a staggering figure by any stretch 
of imagination and exemplifies what the canal 
means for the country.

The expansion of the canal will also alter the 
economic demography of the region as a 
whole. With the expected increase in the ton-
nage passing through the canal, South Ameri-
can ports in the vicinity such as those in Chile 
and Peru are looking at expanding their port in-
frastructure to cater to more vessels and those 
of larger sizes which would now be plying in 
these routes. The Gulf coast of USA is expect-
ing to see a major boost in trans-pacific traf-
fic which will transit the canal and make their 
way to their ports. Vessels which were earlier 
too large to transit the canal will now be able 
to establish a new route which may have not 
been economically feasible earlier. On the flip 
side, ports in the West coast of USA may tend 
to lose out on some of the tonnage which was 

Pic 2: Design of the new locks

Pic 3: illustration of the increase in Size of vessels with the new lane

Source: 
www.knightsbridgeinvest.com

earlier forced to call at these ports due to the 
size restriction. 

Viewed holistically, the expansion is seen as an 
obvious and perhaps inevitable change to align 
the Panama Canal with the current demands of 

the burgeoning shipping industry. With nearly a 
century of engineering and efficiency behind it, 
this new chapter in its history will no doubt re-
inforce the Canal’s standing as one of the most 
influential waterways in the maritime world.



Odourisation of LPG Cargo

Capt. Dilip Manjerakar (left) 
Capt. Amit Singh (right)

Nautical Faculty
SIMS, Lonavala

Imagine a situation when 
your LPG cylinder is leaking 
and there was no smell to in-
dicate the emergency you are 
in! Unfortunately, the Liquefied 
Petroleum Gas commonly re-
ferred to as LPG (Propane and 
Butane) are odourless as well 
as colourless to provide any 
warning signal by their own.

These are the most commonly carried LPG 
cargoes at sea and are used as a source of 
energy in our homes and within the indus-
try. It is commonly used for cooking, light-
ing and central heating. It is a clean burn-
ing, non-poisonous, dependable and high 
performance fuel stored and transported 
in containers as a liquid, but is generally 
drawn out and used as gas. 

Liquefied petroleum gas is highly flammable 
in an air mixture. It is highly desirable, if not 
mandatory, to odourise the LPG to detect 
leaks in storage vessels, furnaces or stoves 
which use the LPG. Accordingly, when LPG 
is transferred from bulk storage to tank, for 
example, an odourant is added to the LPG. 

It has long been recognized that an effec-
tive amount of odourant is an amount suf-
ficient to warn of a leak but not much more. 
Over-odourisation is not desirable because 
the odour can be present even in absence 
of a leak. This process is also called as 
“STENCHING” or “DOSING” of LPG Car-
goes.

What do we add to odourise LPG
The odourants that are used are organo-
sulphur compounds. The compounds which 
are in use are mercaptons and sulphides. 
The most used odourants are Ethyl Mer-
capton, Diethyl Sulphide and Tetrahydrothi-
ophene out of which Ethyl Mercapton is the 
most commonly used for LPG cargoes.

How do we odourise LPG in a Cargo Tank
The dosing operation is to be done prefer-
ably into an empty cargo tank immediately 
prior to loading the cargo to enable maxi-
mum mixing when the cargo is loaded on 
top. The cargo quantity to be loaded into the 
tank, which requires to be odourised must 
be determined first. The quantity of Ethyl 
Mercaptan is then calculated to be added 
to the tank. The Mercaptan dosing rate is 
to be a minimum 25 ppm and so as to en-
sure that figure is maintained throughout 
the cargo tank and piping systems use 35 
ppm to calculate the quantity of Mercaptan 
to be added. For example, for 300 tonnes of 
unodourised cargo, the required quantity of 
ethyl Mercaptan will be 10.5 kg.

Odourant can be injected into the ship’s 
tank by using the injection pot on the ship’s 
cargo pump. An injection pump may not be 
required if the chances of leakage are low-
er. The disadvantage is that if any odourant 
impregnates the coating it may put subse-
quent cargoes off-specification.

Odourant can also be injected in ship’s man-
ifold during the unloading of LPG cargo but 
working pressures are higher especially for 
pressurized LPG ships. Since the odourant 
is not coming in contact with the bulk of the 
cargo in the tank, the risk of contamination 
of subsequent cargoes are highly unlikely. 
Because high pressures involved, injection 
equipment is required.  

Odourisation is normally carried out by a 
third party but could be undertaken by the 
ship staff depending on the requirement of 
the charterer. In any case, maintenance of 
strict safety procedures and risk assess-
ment is a must before the job is carried out 
by any party.

Full protective gears and equipments are a 
must as well as supply of “Oxycat” neutral-

izing agent in case of a spill. It is water solu-
ble, kills the Mercaptan smell and makes it 
benign.

Safety aspects we need to consider
• MSDS or Chemical Data Sheets of the 

odourant used should be available on 
board for reference at all times apart 
from ensuring all personnel who are to 
handle Mercaptan or the dosing equip-
ment read and understood it thoroughly.

• It should be borne in mind that the odour-
ant concentration in air from leakage can 
increase significantly without any corre-
sponding increase in smell. The odour-
ants have an odour platform beyond 
which increase in concentration cannot 
be detected by smell.

• Skin and eye contact should be prevent-
ed. Full face piece air purifying respirator 
with organic vapour cartridge should be 
worn. 

• Since Ethyl Mercaptan can evaporate 
rapidly at temperatures beyond 20 deg 
C, respirators should be worn when 
connecting or disconnecting injection 
equipment. Ethyl Mercaptan should be 
injected by pressurization from approved 
injection equipment designed for this 
specific purpose as Ethyl Mercapton is 
harmful in mist form.

• Spilled Mercapton are neutralized by 
spraying the spilled area with a di-
luted bleach solution of either sodium 
hypochlorite or calcium hypochlorite. 
Spilled liquid should be absorbed in 
dry sand and material should be kept in 
sealed drums for disposal.  

More information on the Odourising of LPG 
Cargoes is available in ESM’s Gas Tanker 
Manual & VLGC Manual Section 3A.3. The 
Officers and crew members involved in the 
process should also be familiar with SIGT-
TO publication “Guidelines to Shipboard 
Odourisation of LPG Cargo
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Ballast water management has been 
a feature of vessel operations for the 
last few years since the International 
Convention for the control and man-
agement of Ships Ballast water and 
sediments was adopted in 2004.

Ballast water carried in ship’s ballast tanks 
is essential for the stability reasons of empty 
ships and is taken at the discharge ports world 
wide. However, it may also pose ecological, 
economical and health threats.  

The impact of invasive marine species in bal-
last water from another region on the marine 
ecology of a particular port where it is dis-
charged can be irreversible.

Although ballast water exchange at sea as 
per Ballast Water Management guidelines is a 
practicable and viable solution to prevent the 
migration of harmful aquatic organisms, there 
are some concerns posed by this for ships in 
maintaining their structural strength and stabil-
ity in the open ocean. In certain areas due to 
adverse sea conditions, it may not be feasible 
to carry out ballast water exchange and there-
fore it necessitates the use of other technolo-
gies and alternative methods for this purpose.

As direct consequence, efforts are being made 
world wide research to find the most effective, 
economically viable, safe and environmentally 
acceptable method of treatment of ballast wa-
ter taken on ships. Some of these researched 
are discussed below:

Some of the methods which have undergone 
research and development for use in ballast 
water treatment are as follows:-
• Filtration and Separation of ballast water at 

intake/hydrocyclone
• Heat treatment, UV-treatment, ozone sterili-

zation and electrolysis etc.
• Addition of biocides in ballast tanks to kill 

the organisms
• Gas super-saturation/ oxidation/ advanced 

oxidation
• Oxygen deprivation - Pulsed shock wave/

cavitation
• Sonic treatment

These working of these methods are briefly 
discussed below:

A) Heat treatment of ballast water:
1. Sea water is pumped in to flush ballast 

tanks. 
2. The sea water is heated (shown in a darker 

shade) by freshwater used to cool the ship’s 
engines. 

3. The heated sea water is pumped into the 
ballast tanks, killing many of the organisms. 

4. The treated ballast water is pumped over-
board.

B) Filtration
Ballast water is filtered before it enters 
the tanks or while it is being discharged. If  
 
 

filtration takes place before intake, then or-
ganisms that are filtered out may be retained 
in their native habitat, however if it is filtered 
while being discharged, chances are that some 
organisms may still migrate to alien waters ac-
cidentally. Filtration however requires special-

ized equipment which may be expensive to 
purchase and install. The cost of filtration in-
creases as smaller particles, and organisms, 
are removed from ballast water. Since the size 
of filters used to treat ballast water are not like-
ly remove micro-organisms, another treatment 
method would have to be used to remove mi-
crobial invaders. Clogging of filters from organ-
isms also needs to be considered.

C) Chemical biocides
Chemical biocides may be used to treat bal-
last water and prevent the introduction of 
non-native species. These biocides should be 
harmless to humans and other marine spe-
cies. Their effectiveness, has not been fully 
explored, especially the evolution of harmful 
byproducts which have not been extensively 
studied. Biocide application machines are re-
liable and need little maintenance, but their 
size may be a limitation when installing them 
aboard ships. A major concern with the use 
of biocides is the safety of the crew members 
who handle the chemicals. Another concern is 
whether residual biocides have the potential 
of corroding ballast tanks, pipes, pumps, and 
other structures. 

Oxidizing biocides such as chlorine, bromine, 
and iodine have been tried out. There is also 
a possibility that oxidizing biocides may react 
with sea water to form toxic chemicals. Be-
cause of these reasons, it may not be safe to 
release water treated with oxidizing biocides 
into the environment. Ozone is an oxidizing 
biocide that has been used to disinfect water 
supplies since the late 1800’s. Ballast water is 
treated as it flows through a device that bub-
bles ozone gas into the water. Most of this gas 
dissolves into the water, decomposes and re-
acts with other chemicals in the ballast water 
to kill organisms. Ozone is especially effective 
at killing microscopic organisms, but is not as 
effective at eliminating larger organisms. The 
main drawback to ozone treatment is the large 
size of the ozone generators needed to treat a 
large volume of ballast water. 

Non-oxidizing biocides includes numerous 
chemicals that act by interfering with a neces-
sary life function such as metabolism or repro-
duction such pesticides. Because of the time 
needed for deactivation, non-oxidizing biocides 
may not be the best option for shorter voyages.
 
D) Electrolytic Treatment 
One novel method used by an equipment 
manufacturer is the electrolytic disinfection 
ballast water treatment system which utilizes 
economical and space-saving electrolytic 
technology to create a hypochlorite disinfect-

Ballast Water Treatment System

Continued on page 12
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Ballast water management options

Capt. V.R. Krishnan
Nautical faculty
SIMS, Lonavala
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Know your Ship
Bulk Carrier (Part II)

Why do we need gears on a Bulk 
Carrier?
Geared bulk carriers are usually of handysize 
or handymax size, however there are a few 
geared panamax vessels. They have cranes, 
derricks or conveyors that allow them to load 
or discharge cargo in ports without help from 
shore-based equipment. This gives geared 
bulkers increased flexibility in the cargoes to 
carry and travel to wide range of port destina-
tions.
 
Gearless carriers are bulkers without cranes 
or conveyors. These ships depend solely on 
shore-based equipment at their ports of call for 
loading and discharging the cargo. Although 
these are usually of the panamax and bigger 
size, they can range across all sizes. 

Self dischargers/ unloaders are bulkers with 
conveyor belts, or with the use of an excavator 
that is fitted in a transverse orientation running 
over the vessel’s entire hatch, and that is able 
to move sideways as well. This allows them to 
discharge their cargo quickly and efficiently. 

Combined carriers (such as Oil bulk Ore or 
OBO) are designed to transport both liquid 
and dry-bulk cargoes. When both cargoes are 
carried simultaneously, they are segregated 
in separate holds and tanks. These vessels 
were popular in the 1970s, however not many 
of such a type of vessel exist today, in view of 
increased risk of pollution and hull failures ir-
respective of their flexibility for effective usage 
for back and forth cargoes such as oil one way 
and dry bulk another way. 
 
Cargo Operations on a Bulk Carrier:
Without sufficient knowledge, bulk cargo can 
present safety problems such as cargo shift-
ing, spontaneous combustion, self heating, 

liquefaction, etc. 

Loading a bulker is time-consuming and can 
give rise to various risks. So the process is 
planned & prepared prior arrival port, by the 
chief officer with the Master’s approval. This 
loading plan is discussed with the ship’s staff 
to ensure effective & safe loading of the vessel. 
International regulations require that the Mas-
ter and terminal master agree on a detailed 
plan before operations begin. Deck officers 
and stevedores oversee the operations. For 
optimum quantity cargo loading in the allotted 
time, the deballasting operation, i.e., pumping 
out the ship’s ballast water is the single most 
important factor, followed by the rate of cargo 
loading. So the ballast & stripping pumps, pipe-
lines and valves have to be always maintained 
in good condition. A good deballasting plan and 
its correct execution simultaneously with the 
cargo loading is of extreme importance.

The loading method used depends on both 
the cargo and the equipment available on the 
ship and at the dock. In olden days or in un-
der developed ports, cargo can be loaded with 
shovels or bags poured from the hatch cover. 
This system is being replaced with faster, less 
labor-intensive methods such as conveyor 
system or the use of ship or shore cranes. A 
crane’s discharge rate is limited by the bucket’s 
capacity (from 6 to 40 tons) and by the speed 
at which the crane can take a load, deposit 
it on the ship and to return to take the next. 
Conveyor belts offer a very efficient method of 
loading, with the terminals at some ports able 
to achieve rates of 16,000 tons per hour.

It is crucial to keep the cargo level during load-
ing in order to maintain stability. For some of 
the cargoes such as coal, the hold is filled with 
machines such as excavators and bulldozers 
and are often used to keep the cargo in check. 
Leveling or trimming is particularly important 
when the hold is only partly full, since the ex-
posed cargo can be liable to self heating.

Bulkers usually load to their loadline “marks”. 
So the vessel’s draft and her under keel clear-
ance (UKC) is constantly monitored through-
out the operation. On completion of loading, 
the vessel is to be on even keel, after giving 
due allowance for water density and the river 
or zonal passage. 

Ballast Hold on a Bulk Carrier:
Bulkers, especially of the size Supramax and 
above, regularly take ballast in the nominated 
ballast hold to ensure vessel is heavier & more 
stable at sea and thereby retain stability during 
heavy weather conditions during ballast voyag-
es and also to achieve the air draft limitations 
of the loading port. Ports due to the construc-
tion of the loading/ unloading gear, especially 
in conveyor system, may have limitations on 
the height above the water level that the ship 
may present prior commencement of cargo 
operation in a particular cargo hold, so ballast 
may required to be taken in the cargo holds to 

Capt. Vijay Cherukuri
Quality & Insurance Manager

ESM, Singapore



ant on-site and on-demand, ensuring ballast 
water is free of aquatic invasive species and 
in compliance with International Maritime Or-
ganization (IMO) standards. This system only 
treats during uptake on the ballasting opera-
tion. Ballast water is first cleared of larger or-
ganics and sediments by a 40-micron filter. Any 
material caught by the filter is discharged back 
to local ocean water (not the sea chest) and 
away from ballast suction points. After filtration, 
a slip stream of 1% of the total water ballast 
uptake flow rate is fed to the system where the 
hypochlorite disinfection solution is generated. 
The 1% slip stream is then mixed with the re-
maining 99% of the main uptake flow and used 
to disinfect the entire volume of ballast water. 

The total ballast water flow is then transferred 
to the ballast tank(s). This system only gener-
ates hypochlorite disinfectant during ballasting 
operations. However, while in transit, a resid-
ual disinfectant remains active in the ballast 
tanks, treating aquatic invasive species and 
preventing any possible re-growth. During de-
ballasting operations the filter is bypassed and 
all treated ballast water is discharged. How-
ever, immediately prior to overboard discharge 
a separate and small neutralization stream of 
sodium bisulphite (7.5 ppm) is added auto-
matically at the inlet of the ballast pump. This 
inexpensive, safe and easily obtained additive 
neutralizes the disinfectant, so that only so-
dium bisulphite, salt and water are discharged 
back into the environment. Neutralization of 
the ballast water at discharge also saves oper-
ating expenses when compared to UV-based 
technologies. UV has zero residual biocide 
and re-growth in the water ballast tanks forces 
the ship-owner to also use the UV ballast wa-
ter treatment system at full power during dis-
charge operations.

Conclusion 
The IMO requires all ships to be fitted with 
Ballast Water Management systems by 2017.
Some of the systems developed on the above 
principles have already received the final IMO 
approval for installation on ships.

The challenge is installation on existing ves-
sels and ensuring that the desired results are 
obtained when the system is reproduced to the 
scale and ballast handling capacity that is re-
quired onboard.

A lot of attention will be paid to the perform-
ance of these systems on the newer vessels 
which are being fitted with such systems and 
this will be crucial in assessing the practicabil-
ity of the system being proposed for continu-
ous use on older vessels.

squeeze the vessel under the loader. 

Hence, the ballast operation of cargo holds is 
indeed a very critical operation. If vacuum or 
over pressure is created during this operation 
it can lead to serious damage of the steel hatch 
covers and the vessel’s hull structure, render-
ing the ship unusable and liable for expensive 
and time consuming repairs. So thorough pre-
start up check prior ballast operations and con-
stant  monitoring during operation is a must.

Precautions on a Loaded voyage:
Out at sea, during carriage of the cargo, further 
measures are required to ensure their safe car-
riage. Most important being the hatch covers 
i.e cover of the cargo holds must be watertight. 
The unsealed hatches may lead to water in-
gress or accidental cargo hold flooding, which 
in fact had caused many bulkers to sink or ex-
perience cargo damage in the past. Leakages 
through the hatchcovers can easily damage 
sensitive cargoes such as cement, grain, steel 
coils, etc. resulting in heavy claims for the own-
ers. 

Cargo shifting is another great danger for bulk-
ers. The problem is even more pronounced 
with grain cargoes, since grain settles during 
a voyage and creates extra space between 
the top of the cargo and the top of the hold, 
or with cargoes like Nickel or Iron ore which 
can liquefy by absorbing ambient moisture cre-
ating cargo slush. Cargo is then free to move 
sideways during the ship’s roll. This results the 
ship listing, which, in turn, causes more cargo 
to shift. This may result in capsizing the vessel. 
Hence, it is paramount that necessary grain 
measures are taken during loading such that 
in spite of the cargo settling, it does not shift so 
much that it affects the vessel’s stability.  

Solid bulk cargoes such as ore concentrates 
may appear to be in a relatively dry granular 
state when loaded, however they may still con-
tain sufficient moisture to become fluid under 
the stimulus of the compaction and vibration 
that occurs during a voyage. The resulting car-
go shift can be sufficient to capsize the vessel. 
Solid cargo like coal may possess other dan-
ger like fire in the hold and hence requires 
close monitoring and watch during the voyage. 
While to avoid liquefaction the liquid con-
tent is monitored regularly for the presence 
of water, which collect in the hold bilges. 
So the upkeep of bilges is very important, 
depending on the type of cargo, the gas con-
tent, temperature, water content, etc are also 
monitored on a daily basis. 

Discharging of the cargo:
For discharging operation too, a detailed plan 

is prepared, discussed and agreed by the ship 
staff and the Shore staff. As with loading, the 
discharging operation is carried out by systems 
such as conveyor system or the use of ship or 
shore cranes. 

When ship’s cranes are used for loading or 
discharging operations then the stevedores 
handling of these gears have to be closely 
monitored and prompt action must be taken to 
ensure incident free operation. Regularly the 
wires of these gears have to be monitored and 
maintained in good condition to prevent fail-
ures. Damage to the wires, such as parting, etc 
during operation can cause serious injuries/ 
damage to personnel and property and delay 
in cargo operations. 

Cleaning of holds for the next Cargo:
Once the cargo is discharged, the crew begins 
to clean the holds. This is particularly important 
if the next cargo is of a different type. So bulk-
ers usually have voyages alternating between 
loaded and ballast, with cleaning being car-
ried out in the ballast leg. The immense size 
of cargo holds and the tendency of some car-
goes such as coal  leave stubborn stains add 
to the difficulty of cleaning the holds. As it is a 
physical and time consuming tasks, cleaning 
measures have to be closely monitored and ef-
fectively implemented in order to ensure thor-
ough cleaning as required by the charterers 
and continued safety of crew engaged in hold 
cleaning at sea.

The sensitive cargoes such as grain, fertiliz-
ers, alumina, cement, etc. have very onerous 
cleaning requirements and hence, care needs 
to be taken by ship’s officers that cleaning 
plans are made in advance and adhered to 
with good execution in order to clean the holds 
to the required standard to the holds accept-
able for cargo at the loadport. Any rejection of 
the holds can be very costly due to ship going 
“off-hire” and requiring cleaning assistance by 
shore gangs.
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Ballast Water Treatment System, 
continued from page 10



Mr. S.Viswanathan, Principal of SIMS, Lonavala and Mr. Noboru Ueda, President and Chairman of ClassNK unveiling the Memorandum of Understanding. 
Also seen in the picture Mr. B.S.Teeka, Managing Director of ESM on their right and Mr. Pradhan, ClassNK India representative to the left.

A guard of Honor was given to the Chief Guest Mr. Noboru Ueda

Mr. Noboru Ueda touring the 
Ship-in-Campus ClassNK visitors at the workshop

Mr. Noboru Ueda visiting the Hatch cover 
facility at the workshop

Mr. S.Viswanathan introducing the in-house Inert Gas System

ClassNK visits SIMS, Lonavala
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ClassNK and SIMS 
forge deeper Relationship 
in Maritime Research and Training 
SIMS receives “Appreciation Plate” for its 
exemplary role in maritime training
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With an aim to promote a better understanding of ship 
surveys and to improve the quality of maritime training, 
ClassNK and the Samundra Institute of Maritime Studies 
(SIMS) signed another Memorandum of Understanding 
(MoU) at a ceremony held at the scenic SIMS campus at 
Lonavala on 24th June, 2011, where ClassNK reiterated its 
intention to support and co-operate with SIMS as they rec-
ognise the exemplary and pioneering role played by SIMS 
within the shipping industry. Amongst the presence of the 
top brass of ClassNK led by Mr. Noboru Ueda, President 
and chairman of ClassNK, who flew down from Tokyo 
were also the senior management of SIMS.  

While signing the agreement, Mr S. Viswanathan, Principal of SIMS, ap-
preciated ClassNK, who are a classification society that looks after a fifth of 
the global merchant fleet from a technical standpoint and its collaboration 
with the institute that boasts of its various ClassNK approved programmes- 
simulator and blended learning facilities amongst others. ClassNK even 
presented an ‘Appreciation Plate’ to SIMS for exemplary work in the train-
ing of cadets.

Underscoring SIMS’ reputation as one of the best maritime academies in 
the country and its contribution,  Mr. Ueda highlighted that the institute has 
produced an incredible number of elite cadets with the excellent training 
facilities and teaching methods to not only ensure economic growth, but 
most importantly, to secure a safer future for the shipping industry.

However, continuous innovation of its hallmark training programmes is cru-
cial to a pioneering institute; and Samundra Institute of Maritime Studies has 
been developing softwares that adds enormous value to the training impart-
ed to its cadets. The software is one of the Blended learning facilities intro-
duced through the “Learning Management System”; which also involves the 
parents and the guardian of the cadets into the learning process by provid-
ing the facility for each parent or guardian to view the progress of their child 
via the system. The recently developed and introduced navigation software 
and EPSS (Electronic Performance Support System) modules, certified by 
the Class NK, have already shown incredible results of success amongst 
the cadets and the trainees on board and ashore more so that the next 
module on “Marine Electronic and Electrical”, another area of weakness of 
many new navigation cadets, is already in development. Unveiling the aim 
to convert all subjects to blended learning, Mr. B S Teeka, Managing Direc-
tor- ESM- the parent company for SIMS, even revealed the improvements in 
scores of students ever since the introduction of the system which includes 
a recorded 100 percent pass percentage with 90 percent distinctions. 

It was also mentioned to the guests that as a part of its Corporate Social 
Responsibility, SIMS has adopted a primary school in the nearby Takwe 
village. The institute has revamped the school by building its infra-structure 
including the boundary walls and providing basic amenities like toilets and 
even class room chairs and tables to help secure the future of village chil-
dren there. A trip was organised to this school during the day for the visiting 
Japanese delegates from ClassNK who appreciated the responsible role 
played by SIMS in addition to its own field of expertise.

Mr. S.Viswanathan 
addressing the Visitors

Mr. B.S.Teeka unveiling 
the success of the blended 
learning

Mr. Noboru Ueda presenting an 
Appreciation Plate to Mr. B.S.Teeka

A presentation of the blended learning program to the visitors

Mr. Noboru Ueda acknowledging 
the contribution by SIMS to the 
maritime industry

Mr. S.Viswanathan and Mr. Noboru Ueda signing the Memorandum of 
Understanding 
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The Best Anti-Piracy Measures: 
Be prepared - better than the Pirates (Part II)

The last quarter saw a drastic cut in 
the number of pirates’ attacks and 
hijacks of commercial vessels. In 
fact, in the month of June, 2011, the 
number of ships hijacked stood at nil 
while the number of attacks reported 
was at 8 compared to the 26 in the 
month of March, 2011.

But are the low figures due to the Monsoon? 
Or is it because of the increase in alertness 
and preparedness from the ships and the inter-
national naval forces patrolling in and around 
the piracy prone areas? Irrespective of the 
answers to both the questions, what the entire 
shipping fraternity has come to realize is the 
importance of self-help by the ship as well as 
sharing information and sharing resources at 
an international level. 

Here we would continue with our best anti-pi-
racy measures which have been effective and 
useful in the general context of a ship and her 
crew.

Reducing the risk
Preparing defensive measures is the best 
factor in reducing risk. Some routine meas-
ures would include razor wires, impression of 
electrified barrier, dummies and fire hoses in 
strategic locations with fire pumps set running 
and hoses pressurized with water, anti-shatter 
film sufficient to cover Navigation Bridge and 
windows, preparing the citadel and rehearsing 
with the crew the lock down procedures.

On attack
In spite of all the mitigating preparedness, it is 
true that a ship could still be the target of a pirate 
attack. However, from ESM’s experience, such  
attacks are successfully thwarted by the crew 
who are well-trained and hence confidently fol-
low their well laid out contingency plan. When-
ever possible they join various naval convoys 
and whenever necessary, they are able to 
activate the emergency communication plan 

with their ship manager and also been able to 
muster assistance from various international 
naval patrol forces. Once a ship security alert 
system is activated, it sets off the alarm to the 
entire outside world through the Company Se-
curity Officer. Additionally, a Mayday call on 
VHF 16 (backup Channel 8 which is monitored 
by military vessels) will raise emergency alert. 
There are various other ways a ship on attack 
can call for help like the distress message via 
the DSC (Digital Selective Calling) system and 
Inmarsat-C when applicable. There are inter-
national bodies like the UK Maritime Trade 
Operations (UKMTO), Dubai, The Maritime 
Security Centre Horn of Africa (MSCHOA) and 
the International Maritime Bureau who monitor 
these emergencies at regular basis.

On attack
The best ways to prevent the Pirates from 
boarding a vessel seem to be by maintaining 
a speed of over 14 knots, sharp manoeuvres 
(not more than 7-10 degree turn to maintain 
speed), preventing skiffs and small boats to 
come closer to the ship, altering the course/ 
and increasing the speed wherever possible; 
while also increasing their exposure to wind 
and waves etc. It has been generally seen that 
the Pirates will give up should they fail to board 
within 30 - 45 minutes. 

Citadel
Fortunately, the game is not up yet even if the 
pirates manage to board the vessel; should 
the crew activate their plan B through the im-
plementation of the pre-prepared CITADEL. 
First and foremost, the master must inform the 
Coalition forces before the pirates board the 
vessel. He must then muster the crew before 
immediately proceeding to the citadel, which is 
already stocked with provisions and other es-
sential items. All crew must be accounted for 
before entering citadel since leaving anyone 
behind will no longer make the citadel a “Safe 
Haven”. 

The master must also take the phone from the 
bridge to use in the citadel. Main engines must 
be stopped immediately to ensure the vessel 
has adequate sea room to drift. Constant Com-
munication with the CSO and the naval author-
ities is crucial to provide enough guidance to 
the rescue force.

If pirates board the vessel
Master must inform the Coalition forces soon-
est of being boarded and that updates will be 
sent once all crew in Citadel. ESM Guidance 
on Citadel Implementation spells out clearly 
the steps for the master under such circum-
stances. 

If captured
The number one step is to never resist and re-
main calm. Be compliant and cooperate with 
the captors and follow the company contingen-
cy plan. Since the motive of the pirates is to 
collect booty and not to take hostages home, 
it is better not to antagonize them but instead 
cooperate by keeping a low profile. As per 
available information, so far an average time of 
captivity for a hostage is about 6 months and 
hence it is necessary that the hostages make a 
mental preparation for captivity for that length 
of time. It is important to keep a regular routine 
involving exercise, listening to music, playing 
chess etc and anything that helps avoiding 
stress. Most of all, fraternizing with the captors 
is a definite no.

Release efforts
The Crisis Management Team and the Task 
Force needs to kick in as soon as the ves-
sel is hijacked with combined efforts from the 
managers and the owners. Although commu-
nication will be established with the families to 
advise them on the developments at a regular 
basis, the main concern will be to establish 
contact with the right intermediary with the pi-
rates for the release of the crew and the ves-
sel. The ransom needs to be dropped directly 
by air to the captors. It is important the families 
are taken into confidence not to create unnec-
essary media glare which helps the hijackers 
to raise their stake. It is easy for the pirates to 
feed on the anxiety and worry of the family and 
put the pressure to the owners for negotiating 
a higher deal.

Insurance
Insurance is available for the piracy and most 
of the owners nowadays take the policy to 
safeguard their interest. Finally, it is the es-
tablished truth that the majority of attempted 
hijacks have been repelled by the ship’s crew 
who have planned and trained in advance on 
the anti-piracy measures and applied and im-
plemented the company’s contingency plans. 
Hence, the life line is Plan, Prepare, Rehearse, 
Revise and SURVIVE.



This incident of Auxiliary engine 
break-down took place when the 
author was sailing as a fourth en-
gineer in a cargo ship fitted with 
four alternators each driven by a 
Diesel-Engine. The engine exhaust 
was connected to a common up-
take and a hydraulically - operat-
ed isolating flap valve was isolat-
ing the non-running engine from 
the common uptake to prevent 
back-flow of exhaust gases. After 
a few years of service, one of the 
engines started giving trouble in 
the form of high exhaust tempera-
tures and was unable to take any 
load. Detailed investigations were 
thereafter undertaken.

Events leading to the incident: 
The vessel was fitted with two sets of 8 
cylinder engines and two sets of 6 cylinder 
engines. These were retro-fitted replacing 
the earlier engine-alternator sets. Because 
of the space constraint a common exhaust 
uptake was installed with an isolation flap 
valve. This valve was operated hydraulically 
with lubricating oil pressure of the engine 
being run to keep the exhaust passage open 
for the running engine.

Investigation:
When the Cylinders exhaust temperatures 
were high and the engine could not take 

normal load, all the parameters such as ex-
haust temperatures, fuel rack position, com-
pression and peak pressures were taken to 
ascertain the problem. Since the compres-
sion and peak pressures were less, it was 
decided to de-carbonize the engine. All the 
routines such as cylinder-head overhaul 
and renewing piston rings were performed. 
At this time exhaust gases were also seen 
coming through the crankcase vent.

Onboard engineers then realized that the 
crankcase oil could be the reason as they 
proceeded to test and change the crank-
case oil. The engine was tried out and put on 
load, but after few days of normal operation, 
the problem resurfaced again. 

Extent of damage/delay: 
1. Alternator was not available for use for at 

least two weeks.
2. Exact cause was found after a pro-

longed trial & error method rather than a                                     
systematic procedure, causing delays. 

3. Avoidable spare parts cost, cost of fresh 
lubricating oil and extra work hours by 
engineers.

1. What was the primary cause for deterioration of engine performance?
2. What was the result of the primary cause?
3. What are the suggested Measures to prevent recurrence of this problem?

1. Before arrival to discharge port, the 
holds should have been ventilated and 
kept ready for cargo operation. Even 
though holds were not ventilated earlier 
they should have been ventilated prior 
taking samples. Proper procedure for 
enclosed space entry should have been 
carried out. Responsible officer ie Chief 
officer should have been called and told 
to supervise the sampling of cargo op-
eration.

2. For sampling of cargo holds, the holds 

Based on the positive number of 
feedbacks and responses from our 
readers on the previous case study, 
here’s a compilation of the answers 
received.

Responses for - Death in a Cargo Hold: Issue 13 (Apr 2011)

* We invite responses from our learned readers as to the causes and lessons learnt 
through this case study. Please send your responses to samundraspirit@samundra.com.

should have been properly ventilated 
suitable for man entry.

3. The procedure of entry into the cargo 
hold including the level of supervision 
was not correct. For entry into any en-
closed space, that space has to be 
cleaned if possible, ventilated and gas 
check to be carried out prior entry. Also 
proper procedure for enclosed space en-
try such as lock out/tag out, Isolation, re-
sponsible person authorization/ monitor-
ing, ventilation, communication, rescue 
preparedness etc should be carried out.

4. In rough weather it is not prudent to car-
ry out ventilation as water ingress into 
the cargo hold can damage the cargo. 
Hence it was correct on the part of ship 
staff not to ventilate the cargo hold in 

rough weather. But as soon as weather 
improved and ship started to approach 
port, holds should have been ventilated.

5. Master should have been in control of 
situation from the very beginning and 
should have taken proactive steps of 
ventilating the holds prior arrival to berth. 
In case the holds were not ventilated, no 
one should have been sent inside hold 
before ventilation. It was also wrong on 
part of Bosun and Master to go inside 
the hold when they saw duty officer/ 
Bosun lying inside the hold. In fact the 
action of AB was commendable that he 
raised alarm and called other crew for 
proper rescue of crew who had fallen 
inside the hold.

From the details provided and your knowledge about the diesel engines, please 
provide answers to the following regarding this case study:
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Auxiliary Engine break down
S.Viswanathan
Principal
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Dynamic Behavior of a damaged Ship in Waves:
An Experimental Study

A ship could get damaged due to 
various incidents such as ground-
ing, collision, underwater explosion 
etc and according to an Interna-
tional Convention for the Safety of 
Life at Sea’s (SOLAS) statistical data, 
damages may vary in extent from 1  
metre to over 30 metres longitudi-
nally. Damage resulting from high 
energy collision at an angle of inci-
dence near 90° may sometimes lead 
to a deep penetration on hull struc-
ture as deep as 4 metre to 15 metre 
(referred as ‘m’ henceforth).

This was the topic of a theoretical and experi-
mental study conducted by the Research and 
Development wing of SIMS, Lonavala recently 
and we are pleased to unveil a report of the 
study carried out in a special Wave Flume fa-
cility which is of a 1:100th scaled down mid-
ship section model of a chemical tanker. It was  
dynamically tested for various parameters 
such as damaged opening areas and its ver-
tical location against different conditions of 
waves prior to the experimentations.

It is an established fact that most of the large 
scaled casualties are caused by the loss of struc-
tural strength and stability of the stricken ship 
due to the progressive flooding and the effect 
of waves and wind. To prevent foundering and 
structural failure, it is necessary to predict the 
motion of the damaged ship in waves. To coun-
ter the risk of sinking a damaged ship, proper 
guidelines have to be established for immediate  
actions with assigning responsible personnel.
  
The model of the chemical tanker is at the 
length of 229m, breadth of 42m, and depth of 
21m with 12.19m draft and a side ballast ‘J’ 
tank with breadth 2.2m & double bottom tank 
of 2.1m. The length of mid-ship scaled down 
model is taken of 600 mm. 
 

Fig. 1 shows mid - Ship model of 600 mm 
long, 420 mm breadth and 230 mm depth 
used for experimentation. The experiments 
were carried out with intentionally damaging 
the ship at different locations and with differ-

ent damaged opening areas.

The experiments were con-
ducted in different conditions 
of mid-ship and water envi-
ronment such as 
a. intact vessel in calm water 
b. damaged vessel in calm 

water 
c. damaged vessel under 

wave condition.

Initial tests were conducted 
for intact ship in calm water. 
A heeling moment is impart-
ed manually to mid-ship to 
roll up to 15°. The damped 
roll motion sensed by tilt 
meter and plotted in fig. 2. A 
curve of extinction is gener-
ated from the obtained read-
ings.

The empirical equation is 
derived from the set of ob-
tained readings in terms of 
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Abhijeet Nalawade (left) & 
Sajal Sengupta (right)  

R&D Department 
SIMS, Lonavala

Fig. 1.

Fig. 2.

Fig. 3. Rolling motion for different hole (D=diameter, h=height from keel)

Fig. 4. Effect of damaged area on damaged roll angle and 
time to maximum roll
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time (t) in seconds and damped roll angle (Φ) 
in degree. 
Φ=e-0.3094t (14.37cos0.635t + 7sin0.635t) ----- (i)
It states that the damped roll motion of ves-
sel is exponential (et term) in nature; the ves-
sel was subjected to start with a maximum 
roll angle of approximate 15°, and dampens 
after 58 seconds. For start condition, substi-
tute t = 0 seconds in above equation, it gives 
14.37° damped roll angle while substituting t 
= 58 seconds, resulting in approximately zero 
damped roll angle. From graph depicted in fig 
2, measurement of time interval between any 
two consecutive peaks gives the rolling period. 
The recorded rolling period was 1.5 seconds.

The second set of experiments carried out 
in calm water with mid-ship in damaged con-
ditions. Outer hull structure is intentionally 
damaged by mechanical mean at pre-defined 
locations one at a time to obtain pre-defined 
damaged areas to flood a ‘J’ type ballast tank. 
The dynamic roll motion of damaged ship was 
recorded with the tilt-meter sensors & plotted 
with respect to time depicted in fig. 3. 

Fig. 4 depicts that as the damaged area in-
creases, the maximum roll angle increases 
while the time required for maximum roll de-
creases. 
 
The third set of the experiments carried out in 
the SIMS-wave flume facility to demonstrate 
the effect of waves on the ship once it is dam-
aged. The model was set in wave flume under 
a sinusoidal wave of 60 mm height & time pe-
riod of 0.8 sec at a water depth of 400 mm. 

The direction of wave is 90° to ship axis (Beam 
Sea). The outer hull structure is intentionally 
damaged with the same mechanical means to 
flood a ‘J’ type ballast tank. The dynamic roll 
motion of damaged ship was recorded with the 
same tilt-meter sensors & plotted with respect 
to time depicted in figure 5.  

Fig. 5 shows, rolling amplitude doubled when 
damaged compartment was (blue colored line) 
facing the wave. Approximately, 4 kg of water 
flooded during the experimentation of damag-
ing the mid-ship by opening 20mm diameter 
hole located at 55mm from the keel. 

Deliverables from the experimentation- 
d. In calm water, the damped roll motion is ex-

ponentially decreasing in nature. Roll angle 
diminishes with time due to water friction. 
(fig. 2)

e. The rolling motion amplifies with time dur-
ing flooding & as the flooded water volume 
equal to loss of buoyancy (i.e. underwater 
volume of intact ballast ‘J’ tank) the rolling 

stops & vessel heeled in direction of dam-
age. (fig. 3 and fig. 5)

f. Size of the damage affects more on the 
value of maximum roll angle & time of maxi-
mum roll than the vertical positioning of 
hole. Larger size of damage results higher 
value of maximum roll angle at early stage 
of flooding. A 17° maximum angle was re-
corded with a 40 mm diameter hole posi-
tioned vertically at 55 mm from keel. (fig. 3)

g. Rolling angle gets doubled when damage 
facing the wave compared with damage 
area opposing wave. (fig. 5)

h. The flooded water in the damaged compart-
ment assists in roll damping eventually re-
duces the roll amplitude. 

i. The results obtained from the scaled-down 
model can be extrapolated for the actual ship. 

j. In case of actual ship casualty, results ob-
tained from scaled down damaged ship 
model can be compared and corresponding 
emergency measures can be envisaged 
and followed well in advance for better con-
trol and safety.  

Fig. 5. Ship motion for wave facing & opposing the damaged hole
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Capt Olaf Olsen, Adviser to the 
Nautical Faculty in SIMS, Lonavala 
recalls his early career as a commer-
cial manger in a fleet of oil tankers 
operating worldwide in the 1970s. 
The ships were not new, rather “sec-
ond special survey” ten year old 
survivors and were predominantly 
of ex-Scandinavian origin. The old-
er ship problems, often associated 
with corrosion, hydraulic/pneumatic 
and electrical/electronic failures, 
did show up from time to time but 
the ship and the superintendents 
complements managed to keep the 
show running!

Engine failure in the Malacca Straits
Sitting at the ship manager office desk one 
afternoon, in the early days of onboard tel-
ephone communications, a call came in from 
one of the ships’ Masters indicating that his 
ship was stopped at sea in the Malacca Straits, 
approximately adjacent to Port Dickson, with a 
main engine failure.  The Master continued to 
suggest that it would be a good idea to have 
one of the office engineer superintendents at 
the phone in twenty minutes’ time when a sec-
ond call would be put through from the ship.

The second call came through and by that 
time, a conference was set up with the engi-
neer, technical and commercial management 
gathered round to hear the ship’s Chief Engi-
neer’s issues. It was mentioned that the ship 
had that morning sailed out of Pulau Bukom 
in Singapore, heading for the Gulf, when the 
main engine had slowed down and eventually 
come to stop and that the ship’s engineers 
could not restart.  Even trying to turn the en-
gine over with turning gear was a failure.

Several more points were discussed over the 
telephone but it was when the Chief Engineer 
added that there was an unpleasant smell 
around the bottom platform of the engine room 
that sparked the Technical Director to initiate 
the Chief Engineer to have the crankcase in-
vestigated and it was the result of this, in yet 
another telephone call, truth was discovered 
that the engine lube oil had almost totally dis-
appeared and only a small amount of orange 
coloured watery residue giving off a pungent 
smell remained in the crank case.

In these modern days there is much more 
known of microbiological attack on oils, but this 
effect was not an everyday experience at the 

time of the story and indeed it really was only 
possible to pick the clues from the aid of the 
old yet long experienced Technical Director.

As far as commercial management was con-
cerned, a call to a Singapore agency and the 
hire of a tug to tow the ship back to a repair 
yard in Singapore was followed with three 
months of questioning from the owner’s office 
as to how long the repair would take, together 
with almost constant pushing to get her back 
in action.

During those three months, the main engine 
was stripped down, lube oil tanks and piping 
were drained and steam cleaned.  An almost 
clinical process followed by rebuild and re-
supply of new lube oil was undertaken. 

Problem recurs
The ship eventually sailed out for the Gulf and 
some twelve hours later a phone call came in 
to the ship management desk to mention a re-
peat of another breakdown.  We could hardly 
believe it but it was true and the same main 
engine had stopped again. Try explaining that 
to the demanding owners was the top of mind, 
but we knew what to do this time and after an-
other tow, clean out and re-lube, she went hap-
pily on her way.  

The one change on this occasion was, this 
time, we had discovered that the lube oil di-
vision of the oil company major had shown a 
higher than normal vegetable content in the 
analysis of the lubricant we were using.  Com-
pared with other proprietary brands of lubes we 
were inviting microbiological attack whenever 
there was any water humidity or liquid present 
in the hot atmosphere of the crankcase. 

A sister ship on the Brazil coast also suffered 
a similar but thankfully short lived event some 
three months later and after that the whole 

fleet was re-lubed with a more mineral based 
company supply of oil.

Not to finish the story so abruptly, there was a 
week of some chaos in the British North Sea 
fleet of oil service vessels, some ten years after 
the events spoken of above.  In this instance 
a bunker fuel supplier attracted almost all the 
offshore fleet owners with cheaper bunker fuel 
only to result in hundreds of filter changes and 
waxing of main engine internals.  

Even in that very active fleet there had been 
a lack of oil analysis showing some microbio-
logical effects. It was found that the supplier 
had hired the use of some older and less well 
cleaned storage tanks, possibly with some 
stagnant water content, and then proceeded 
to sell the contents to unsuspecting ships. 
Nowadays it is well known that this contamina-
tion is caused by the factors extending from 
presence of water, heat, nutrients (additives), 
& oxygen (Sometimes absence of oxygen). Ar-
eas of activity of microbes may range from all 
types of fuels, lub oils, cargoes, bilge, ballast 
and fresh water.

Some of the tips in preventing the contamina-
tion are:
• Draining of water from fuel tanks
• Remembering that the temperature range 

of 15-35 °C is ideal for microbial activity.
• Microbes like to thrive in tanks which are 

not is use for a long time.
• There can be contamination from external 

sources like coastal water.

Watch the Bugs and save your Engine!

Olaf Olsen (left),  Advisory Consultant 
SIMS, Lonavala

&  
Biju Baben (right), Engineering Faculty

SIMS, Lonavala

Source: Terry Hazen, Lawrence Berkeley National Lab



1.   The equipment used to generate high pressure steam?
6.   Due to flame impingement the breaking of fire brick layer is called as ____.
9.   The basic compression process in the air compressor is adiabatic but we    
      fit the intercooler to achieve ____ process.
11. The temperature at which water boils depends upon ____.
12. The piston in single cylinder multistage air compressor is known as ____.
14. ____, service are two positions of automatic staring air valve.
16. ____ type of detector is used in galley.
18. ____ valve is used to stop main engine in emergency, using control air.
19. The flow of water in evaporator of fresh water generator is controlled by             
      ____.
24. If we use forced draught fan in boiler furnace where do we use induced   
      draught fans?
25. The vacuum in fresh water generator is created by ____. 
26. The bilge water is not allowed to mix with ____ residue as per MARPOL  
      regulations.
27. ____ controls the speed of any engine under fluctuating load.
28. Due to sodium deposit the reduction of refractory material melting point is  
      known as____.
29. The second chamber of the cascade tank is known as________.

Across Down
1.   Due to overheating the deformation of tubes is known as ____.
2.   ____  certificate is required to attend maintenance on electrical equipments.
3.   The line which is fitted with a orifice after the feed water transfer pump back  
      to the hot well and is used to take away the excess water to the hot well is  
      known as ____.
4.   What kind of material we use in refrigerating plant’s drier unit?
5.   What is the condition of steam in boiler?
7.   Element which causes high temperature corrosion in main engine present in  
      HFO is ____.
8.   The communication equipment used between bridge and engine room re 
      garding speed control of main engine is _____.
10. The unit which maintains the loop of jacket water system and also provides  
      water to jacket water pump is ____.
13. The brush used for heat exchanger cleaning is made of ____ material.
15. Lube oil purifier can also be used as _____.
17. What kind of valve is used for handling the highly viscous liquids?
20. The wear and tear of two metal surfaces due to vibration is known as ____.
21. What kind of clutch is used in purifiers to connect motor to horizontal shaft?
22. ____  breakers are used to connect two bus bars.
23. The air which is used to prevent the flow of exhaust gas to the air cylinder of  
      the exhaust valve of the main engine is known as ____ air.

Crossword Puzzle

CDT Digvijay Pratap Singh, 
CDT Keshav Rana & 
CDT Arpit Rastogi 
(from left to right)
GME-10
SIMS, Lonavala

Across:
1.    Boiler
6.    Spalling
9.    Isothermal
11.  Pressure
12.  Tandem
14.  Block
16.  Heat
18.  Puncture
19.  Orifice
24.  Incinerator
25.  Ejector
26.  Cargo
27.  Governor
28.  Slagging
29.  Hotwell
Down:
1.   Bulging
2.   Isolation
3.   Restrictor
4.   Desiccant
5.   Saturated
7.   Vanadium
8.   Telegraph
10.  Deaerator
13.  Nylon
15.  Clarifier
17.  Diaphragm
20.  Fretting
21.  Centrifugal
22.  Section
23.  Sealing

Answers:
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Life - A Voyage Everyday is New
A beautiful new ship
Lowered into the waters deep
Soon she will be rigged for a long journey
As she has got promises to keep

Heradled in the harbour bay
Listening the sea breeze lullabys 
She gathers her nerve for the venture
Leaving from the passer byes

The gentle waves caress and kiss her
Entice her to plunge deeper
She raises her mast and spreads her sail
And embarks on the new adventure

Farther and farther she glides on
Her spirit soaring high
The giant waves and nearing tempest
Sometimes make her sigh

She moves ahead with determination
The captain likes and guides her
Uncompromising she heads for her aim
Sure that the shores would beckon her

Human life is also bitter sweet
It’s like a voyage in the ocean
The weaklings falter the braves reach
And conquer the destination

Every morning I open my eyes
Hoping for something new
Yesterday has passed away 
I’m happy I made it through 
The past is past, leave it behind,
Never let it affect your mood
Shame or sorrow whatever it is
Or may it be a feud
Every scar will heal away
Yes it takes some time 
Victim or victor is in your hands my friend
Become a victor and you will shine
The world is like a mirror, incidents are 
reflections
You decide what you get
Your actions and words decide who you are
The future is in your hands to set

CDT Ayush Gupta
DNS-11
SIMS, Lonavala 

Phtographer: 
CDT  Keshav Rana 
GME-10, SIMS, Lonavala 

CDT Richardson P.A.
GME-10
SIMS, Lonavala 

CDT Navrishikant sharma
GME-11
SIMS, Lonavala 

Safety is paramount not only in shipping- 
the industry we are in but for every industry 
and walk of life that the human beings are 
involved in. It’s the safe work culture that de-
termines the quality of life and the product 
that we are aiming for. Hence it is important 
that we as responsible individuals undertake 
the necessary precautions, exercise good 
judgement and communicate accordingly 
with our fellow workers at any given time. 
This, in fact, I learnt the hard way when I was 
working at a plastic moulding factory before 
I opted for the shipping profession and wish 
to share it with you all.

At this plant, we worked in shifts, and in each shift, there 
were two fitters and one engineer to oversee the plant 
operations. My colleague was one such engineer and on 
this particular night during his shift, a breakdown of a blow 
moulding machine happen to occur. The older and expe-
rienced of the two fitters informed my colleague about the 
breakdown. Both of them went to the defective machinery, 
in attempt to rectify the problem while the second fitter was 
asleep and was not aware or informed about this break-
down. But when the second fitter woke up, he realized that a 
particular machinery at the plant had stopped as he rushed 
to start the assembly line without engaging his colleagues. 
 
The second fitter came towards the inoperative machin-
ery while my colleague and the older fitter were working 
inside the machine. Obscured by parts of machine, the 
second fitter failed to see the Engineer on duty and his 
colleague on the other side of the inoperative machine. He 
only noticed that the machine was stopped and assumed 
that it may be due to the safety interlocking; which was 
quite common on that machine. He then tried to start the 
machine.
 
But as soon as he opened the air valve, the piston moved 
with full force whilst the other fitter who was trying to open 
that piston got three of his fingers immediately chopped 
off. This incident came as a shock to me and made me 
realize that communication and responsibility are two 
very important factors for employees in any organization. 
Each employee must value these two important attributes 
and ensure that they apply them prudently while at work. 
These attributes as work ethics can be of immense value 
to employees in an organization. After all, it is the employ-

ees who contribute to the success of 
an organization.

Safety is a Right 
But Communication is a 
Responsibility for ensuring it



Phtographer: 
CDT  Keshav Rana 

GME-10
SIMS, Lonavala 
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Passing out of DNS-11 Batch 

Chief Guest, Mr Deepak Shetty, IRS, Joint Director General of Shipping, Govt. of India (1st row,7th from left) with SIMS staffs, 
ESM representatives and graduated cadets

SIMS cadets at the parade ground Mr. Deepak Shetty inspecting the parade

Mr Deepak Shetty with the award winners



Passing out Cadets must treasure 
their Experience in SIMS:
Joint Director General of Shipping, Mr. Deepak Shetty

Samundra Institute of Maritime Studies (SIMS), Lonavala, 
witnessed one of its largest batches to graduate, as the 118 
proud cadets from the 11th batch of the Diploma in Nauti-
cal Science Course passed out after successfully completing 
the one year training program. The graduation which was 
held on the 9th July, 2011, took place in the presence of 
Chief Guest, Mr. Deepak Shetty, IRS, Joint Director General 
of Shipping, Govt. of India, who graced the occasion, along 
with the parents of cadets, faculty and staff. Mr. Deepak 
Shetty, who earlier inspected a guard of honor from the ca-
dets, presented the awards and certificates to the outstand-
ing achievers at a ceremony held at the campus auditorium.

Mr. Shetty, an important official in the Indian shipping industry, praised the 
cadets in his opening address for coming a long way in their aspirations and 
expectations as they finally arrived at the “threshhold of a new career ahead” 
of them. He further referred to India’s rich and ancient history in the Maritime 
field; a history which holds some 200 ports along its vast coasts in which 13 
are major. He also mentioned about the role played by the Indian seafarers 
all along and reminded the cadets that there was no room for complacency in 
carrying on the legacy at any cost. During his speech, he also educated the 
cadets on the bright future of the merchant navy from an economic perspec-
tive of the shipping industry and how it was linked to India’s ever increasing 
imports and exports. With brief referrals to economist’s visions and statistics, 
Mr. Shetty explained how India could hold the largest economy by the year 
2050. The cadets have indeed a bright and exciting future ahead of them.
  
Mr. Shetty, was given a tour around the campus, where he expressed how 
impressed he was with the institute and reminded the cadets how blessed and 
privileged they were to be able to spend their time here; an experience which 
he explained was incomparable to the numerous other fine institutes found 
within the country. He reminded the cadets that these experiences were good 
takeaways and how they should be treasured and the cadets should keep in 
touch by any means and continue sharing their experiences, joy and sorrow. 

List of Prize Winners:
Individual Awards (Best Performers): 
Cdt. Sheriqbal Singh Bhatti - Best Cadet
Cdt. Deepak  Kumar Sharma - Best in Academics
Cdt. Raunak Kumar - Second Best in Academics
Cdt. Ashwin  Kasthuri Rangan - Third Best in Academics
Cdt. Pushpinder Singh - Best Hands on Training
Cdt. Vikramjeet Singh - Best Sportsman
Cdt. Parth Rai - Best Cadet Captain 
Cdt. Akhilmohan Das - Best in HSSE
Cdt. Sheriqbal Singh Bhatti - Best in Navigation And Chart work
Cdt. Piyush Sharma - Best in Cargo handling and Seamanship
Cdt. Athul Mavoli - Best in Bridge Equipment and Watch keeping
Cdt. Hemanth A S - Best in Music
Cdt. Vinu Jacob John - Most Popular Cadet
Cdt. Nishchay Joshi - Best Orator

Project Works (Team Leaders representing Group) : 
Cdt. Jasmeet Singh - Container Handling Terminal (1st)
Cdt. Athul Vinod - List Experiment (2nd)
Cdt. Abhayjit Singh Multani - Panama Canal (3rd)
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Mr. S.Viswanathan addressing 
the guests at the auditorium 

Mr. S.Viswanathan leading the 
tour on top the Ship-in-Campus

Mr. Deepak brought around the Ship-in-Campus interior

Chief Guest at the Main Engine 
Manoeuvring System

Mr. Deepak Shetty at his 
valedictory speech

Capt. Deepak Tamras 
addressing the guests

Capt. Vivek Tyagi presenting 
the course report
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Godavari House won the Inter-
house Aquatic Championship 
after hauling the most number 
of medals in an event which wit-
nessed more than 55 cadet partic-
ipants from DNS, GME and B.Tech 
competing at a highly anticipated 
competition held at the SIMS 
Lonavala swimming pool from the 
6th to 10th June, 2011. 

Despite the worrying monsoon season and 
the passing showers that failed to deter the 
exciting event, the five days oversaw stiff 
competitions at the 25, 50 and 100 meters 
Freestyle, 25 meters Breast Stroke, 25 me-
ters Butterfly, 25 meters Back stroke and 
4x25 meters relay events.

The competition drew massive support from 
faculty and staff as the zeal to win the top 
price amongst the cadets turned heads. 
The hype even managed to lure Nautical 
Faculty Capt. V.R.Krishnan into participat-
ing at the 100 meters Free Style, 25 meters 
back stroke to the applause and cheers of 
many. But it was when Capt. V.R.Krishnan 
emerged victorious to share the first posi-
tion with Cdt.Abhayjit Singh at the 25 me-
ters Breast Stroke event; that brought an 
extra sting of excitement to the watchful 
eyes of the spectators. 

Every lap covered had its moment to re-
member but it was the 4x25 meters relay 
event that showcased the toughest competi-
tion amongst the houses. In an event which 
saw Ganga house giving a strong fight to 
hold their place, to only let Tapti house come 
on top with a superb display of perform-
ance and teamwork was exhilarating. But 
neither came close to the medal tally held 
by the Godavari house who was eventu-
ally crowned champions of the competition. 
Winners and Runners up of all events were 
awarded with certificates.

Godavari bags most medals to win the Interhouse Aquatic Championship

Position Name
25 m free style Winner 

Runners-up
CDT Anoop Thomas 
CDT Chinmay Sowani

50 m free style Winner 
Runners-up

CDT Mathew Kutty 
CDT Anoop Thomas

100 m free style Winner 
Runners-up

CDT Rajshri Ray 
CDT Abhayjit Singh

25 m breaststroke Winner 
Runners-up

CDT Abhayjit Singh 
CDT Jacob Kurian

25 m butterfly Winner 
Runners-up

CDT Mathew Kutty 
CDT Jacob Kurian

25 m back stroke Winner 
Runners-up

CDT Himanshu Dua  
CDT Jacob Kurian

4x25 m relay Winner 
Runners-up

Tapti House 
Ganga House

SIMS faculty with the 
prize winners



Visitors’ Comments - Second Quarter, 2011
I am a first time visitor to the SIMS campus. My instant visual impression was of the very aes-
thetic and tastefully designed eco-system here. The management ethos of professionalism and 
excellence is demonstrated evidently in every facility and activity. As a training institute, their 
unique foresight to commitment is laudable. Kudos to everyone associated. Sustainment and 
durability of these benchmarks will be challenges to address & cope with. Best wishes to eve-
ryone involved.
- Mr. Deepak Shetty, IRS, Joint Director General of Shipping, Govt. of India, Mumbai

I am very pleased with the excellent progress made since my last visit three years ago. Keep it 
up!
- Mr. Noboru Ueda, Chairman and President, Of Nippon Kaiji Kyokai, & Chairman IACs, ClassNK

I am Kazutaka Imaizumi from K Line. Today I came here with my wife Mika. We are really much 
surprised to see this big school. Thank you very much for your kindest hospitality for us.
- Mr. Kazutaka Imaizumi, Chief Executive Officer, K Line (India) Pvt Ltd, Mumbai

I am glad and happy to see the best Maritime Institute. 
- Mr. Y. Nakamura, Managing Director, ClassNK

It is my second (time) to come here. I feel SIMS continuously and higher quality. Again I like to 
come here sometime. 
- Mr. Y. Seto, Manager of BSD, Class NK

I am extremely pleased to visit SIMS after 3 years and see the splendid progress over the years. 
Wishing SIMS every success for the years to come and to be a world leader in Maritime Studies. 
- Dr. M.A. Rahim, Regional Manager of Europe and Africa, ClassNK

It is my first time to visit here for me. I feel very fantastic. Thank you very much.
- Mr. F Higashi, Manager of BNG, ClassNK

My heartfelt congratulations to the spirit and driving force behind the epitome of learning cen-
tre. The spirit is known as Mr. Teeka. 
- Mr. A.V. Pradhan, Regional Manager of India, Class NK

My first visit to the facility left a very excellent impression of the highest standards of maritime 
training being imparted. Wishing your facility in continuing the good work. 
- Mr. S. Sampath, Manager Mumbai Office, Class NK

An excellent effort in a great surrounding; May you all grow from strength to strength.
- Mr. Alex R Pinto, Director, Richards Hoggs Lindley, Mumbai

A very fruitful experience while visiting the faculty. Thoughtfully laid out the buildings of works. 
World Class. Excellent atmosphere and very cooperative institute personals.
- Capt. Sandeep Dhillon, Director, Hermes Maritime Services Pvt Ltd, Navi Mumbai

A brilliant institute with world class facility. Would love to visit again.
- Capt. Sukhwinder Singh Padda, Director, Hermes Maritime Services Pvt Ltd, Navi Mumbai

Your institute is an excellent learning facility for the seafarers, by having practical lessons actu-
ally happening on ships. This is the best institute among all institutes in India.
- Mr. U.H. Deshpande, G.M.Technical, Hermes Maritime Services Pvt Ltd, Navi Mumbai

One of the best Maritime training facility I had the pleasure of visiting. Top class equipments, 
facilities and people. Thanks for the most interesting time.
- Mr. Leif Anderson, Welding Specialist, Business Stream Marine Products, Wilhelmsen Ships Serv-
ices, Norway




